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All content following this page was uploaded by John Truckenbrodt on 10 May 2019.
The user has requested enhancement of the downloaded file.
The code is maintained on GitHub under a MIT license thus allowing use without
restrictions and liability as long as credit is given. The current version hosted on the
Python Package Index (PyPI) is 0.8. To install it, use
python -m pip install pyroSAR
A documentation framework is maintained using Sphinx, which is hosted on
https://pyrosar.readthedocs.io. All code examples can also be found online.
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PYROSAR – A FRAMEWORK FOR LARGE-
SCALE SAR SATELLITE DATA PROCESSING
pyroSAR is intended for making SAR data processing and formatting as easy as possible.
With pyroSAR, managing all available data in a central location becomes a breeze. You
want to know what data from various SAR satellite missions is available for your test site
on your group’s server and process all scenes to the extent of that site? pyroSAR has got
you covered. It reads a large number of SAR image formats, extracts metadata and stores
it in a database, offers APIs to process data with either ESA SNAP or GAMMA, and keeps
track of consistently processed data. Furthermore, several tools are available to handle
the processed datasets and conveniently export them to other software.
pyroSAR’s SNAP functions directly parse XML processing workflows and execute them
over SNAP’s Graph Processing Tool (GPT). The workflow is flexibly adapted depending on
the user input. For example, a vector file can be passed to use its bounding box for
processing only a subset of the SAR scene. The vector file is reprojected in-memory if
necessary. The API passes further command line arguments to the GPT call and
reformats the resulting images to ensure a consistent output for convenient further
processing. The custom SNAP workflow is stored together with the output products to
keep track of how a scene was processed. The names are automatically parsed from the
input product and the performed processing steps.
pyroSAR offers a Python API to conveniently process SAR scenes without worrying about
the numerous Gamma command line tools and their parametrization. All tools are
wrapped into Python functions using pyroSAR’s own documentation parser. All parsed
functions take a directory for writing log files and a shell script name for documenting
the executed commands as input. Several convenience functions exist that execute a
series of Gamma commands via a convenient Python interface, like dem_autocreate to
automatically download DEM files and convert them to Gamma format or geocode for
processing scenes to RTC backscatter.
pyroSAR offers tools for creating YAML files,
which can be passed to the Open Data Cube
command line tools to ingest processed SAR
data into a cube. A group of processed SAR
files can be generalized to an ODC product,
which can then be created via an exported
YAML file. Any new product which is to be
added to the data cube product is
automatically checked against the product
specifications.
Several features are still in the making or are considered for the future:
• Export to the Earth System Data Lab (ESDL) Data Cube
• Export to GRASS GIS
• Processing with Orfeo Toolbox
• Workflows for SLC data handling and SAR Interferometry
• …
SAR scene attributes like the acquisition mode, orbit and spatial extent can be read from
various SAR image formats like Sentinel-1 SAFE, CEOS and TerraSAR-X. The different
image formats are scanned for relevant content and translated to homogenized
metadata field names, e.g. the entry MPH_SENSING_START in ESA format to the format-
independent name start. This way each scene’s metadata can be addressed in the same
way and all attributes can easily be inserted into a database. The database functionality
currently uses sqlite + spatialite as a lightweight option for writing a single database file.
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Why PYROSAR?
SNAP API
Spatial Data Tools
A collection of tools is available for downloading and handling ancillary data needed for
processing, DEMs and orbit state vector files in particular, as well as further modifying
the processing result. This way all data can be prepared before processing jobs are
dispatched to server nodes without internet access. General spatial data handling and
processing is realized via a GDAL API packages spatialist, which is currently developed
together with pyroSAR.
vs.
readthedocs example
Gamma command call in Linux bash
executing the parsed command in Python
https://github.com/johntruckenbrodt/pyroSAR
mosaic and stack processed results to a single file
Prepare a SRTM mosaic for a Sentinel-1 scene
pyroSAR accommodates a testing framework using pytest, which ensures that the code is
working as expected. Once new commits are pushed to GitHub, all tests are executed on
the continuous integration services AppVeyor and Travis CI for ensuring functionality on
Windows and Linux respectively. The code test coverage is reported to coveralls for
keeping track of which code is not yet covered by the tests.
If you’re interested in the project, find issues, have further feature requests or want to
contribute head on over to the project’s web page on GitHub:
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